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 Press release 

 
CaixaForum Madrid showcases a project by this Brazilian photographer, who 
spent eight years exploring natural beauty all over the world  
 

SEBASTIÃO SALGADO 
GENESIS 

 
Genesis is a stunning mosaic in which nature is portrayed in all its 

grandeur. In 2004, after devoting nearly three decades to reflecting on 

human drama and tragedy, the renowned Brazilian photographer 

Sebastião Salgado launched this eight-year project, which focuses on the 

natural beauty found all over our planet. In Salgado’s own words, Genesis 

is “a visual tribute to the majesty and fragility of the planet Earth; a 

warning about everything that we risk losing”. The first destination of the 

Genesis project was, the Galápagos Islands, which Salgado visited in 

2004. Subsequently, until 2012, Salgado made a total of 32 journeys to 

wild, unspoiled sites around the world, stopping in Antarctica, 

Madagascar, Botswana, Virunga National Park, where the borders of 

Congo, Rwanda and Uganda meet, Alaska, the Colorado Plateau in the 

United States, Siberia and the Amazon rainforest, amongst other places. 

This international travelling exhibition, presented for the first time in 

Spain at CaixaForum Madrid, comprises 245 black and white photographs 

depicting landscapes, animals and people that have so far managed to 

escape the long reach of today’s world: polar circles, tropical rainforests, 

wide savannahs, scorching deserts, glacier-covered mountains and 

solitary islands.  

  

 

 

Sebastião Salgado. Genesis. Dates: from 17 January to 4 May 2014. Place: 
CaixaForum Madrid (Paseo del Prado, 36, 28014, Madrid). Organised and produced 

by: ”la Caixa” Foundation. Curator: Lélia Wanick Salgado. 
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Waura Indians fish in the Puilanga Lake near their village in the 
Upper Xingu region of Brazil’s Mato Grosso state. The Upper 
Xingu Basin is home to an ethnically-diverse population. Brazil. 
2005. © Sebastião Salgado / Amazonas Images / Contacto 

Madrid, 16 January 2014. Today, the photographer Sebastião Salgado, 
accompanied by Elisa Durán and Ignasi Miró, assistant general manager and 
director of culture of ”la Caixa” Foundation respectively, and the curator, Lélia 
Wanick Salgado, will officially the exhibition Sebastião Salgado. Genesis at 
CaixaForum Madrid. 
 
Within its cultural programme, ”la Caixa” Foundation focuses particularly on the 
most contemporary art, that produced in the 19th and 20th centuries. By 
organising exhibitions on film and photography, the Foundation seeks to explore 
the influence of images on contemporary sensibilities and to highlight the role 
played by the great visual artists of the 20th century in shaping how we see the 
world. 
 
On this occasion, ”la Caixa” Foundation presents Genesis, an exceptional 
exhibition of work by the Brazilian photographer Sebastião Salgado. The show 
features the results of Salgado’s third long-term project on global themes, 
following Workers and Migrations. However, whilst in these two earlier projects 
the photographer focused on the human condition and inequality through his 
own, personal, poetic artistic language, imbued with such impressive formal 
quality, in Genesis he turns his lens on the natural world, inviting us to meditate 
on human lifestyles today and their impact on the planet’s natural resources. 
 
Born in 1944 in Aimorés, Minas Gerais (Brazil), Salgado studied Economics, but 
has devoted his life entirely to photography since the age of 29. In 1979, after 
working for the Sygma and Gamma agencies, he joined Magnum Photos, 
where he worked until 1994 when, with Lélia Wanick Salgado, he founded 
Amazonas Images, an agency 
exclusively devoted to his work. In 
2001, he was appointed as a goodwill 
ambassador by UNICEF, whilst the 
many awards he has received include 
the Prince of Asturias Prize for the 
Arts in 1998.  
 
In the 1980s, Salgado began to work 
exclusively on his own long-term 
documentary projects. In 1986, he 
published the books Other Americas, 
featuring the results of years working 
in Latin America. Subsequently, he spent the next seven years photographing 
areas affected by drought and famine in the Sahel region of Africa. From 1986 
to 1992, he engaged on another major project: capturing images of people at 
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Iceberg between Paulet Island and the South Shetland Islands in 
the Weddell Sea. At sea level, earlier flotation levels are clearly 
visible where the ice has been polished by the ocean’s constant 
movement. High above, a shape resembling a castle tower has 
been carved by wind erosion and detached pieces of ice. 
Antarctic Peninsula. January and February 2005. © Sebastião 
Salgado / Amazonas Images / Contacto 

work all over the world. The results were published in 1993 in the book 
Workers. From 1994 to 1999, he carried out photographic research into global 
migratory movements, a project that became Migrations. 
 
Genesis: an unprecedented homage to the grandeur of nature  

 
In the late-1990s, after several decades spent working around the world, 
documenting the great demographic and cultural transformations of our times, 
Sebastião Salgado returned to the place of his birth, a farming estate in Vale do 
Rio Doce, in Minas Gerais State, Brazil. The land there, hitherto fertile, 
surrounded by tropical vegetation and home to a vast diversity of plant and 
animal species, had fallen victim to processes of deforestation and erosion. 
Nature appeared to be exhausted. Salgado’s wife, Lélia Wanick, had the idea of 
replanting a forest with the same autochthonous species, recreating the 

ecosystem that Salgado had known as 
a child. Little by little, the animals 
returned and, eventually, the site was 
completely reborn. Today, the estate is 
a nature reserve. 
 
This experience became the basis for 
Sebastião Salgado’s latest 
photographic project, entitled Genesis. 
At first, the aim of this initiative was to 
denounce the disappearance of 
unique sites on our planet, but his day-
to-day experience at the Vale do Rio 
Doce estate persuaded Salgado to 
change the course of his 

investigations. Accordingly, he embarked on an eight-year period embracing 
thirty-two expeditions to remote places around the world to find unspoiled 
landscapes and seascapes, ecosystems and human communities.  
 
The result is a hymn to our planet’s majesty and grandeur, as well as a warning 
about what we may lose due to human action. Genesis combines stunning 
images of landscapes and wildlife with intimate portrayals of human 
communities that continue to live according to their ancestral traditions. With his 
camera, Salgado captures some of the most remote locations on the planet, 
depicting a natural world where human impact has been minimal. As a result, 
the exhibition enables viewers to discover magnificent images of vast deserts 
and frozen Antarctic landscapes, tropical and temperate forests, breathtaking 
mountain ranges, etc.  
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Southern right whales (Eubalaena australis), attracted to the two 
sheltered gulfs of the Valdés Peninsula, San José and Nuevo, 
are often seen with their tail flukes aloft. Valdés Peninsula. 
Argentina. 2004.  
© Sebastião Salgado / Amazonas Images / Contacto 

 
In his preface to the book on this ambitious initiative, published by Taschen, the 
photographer himself writes that: “My earlier projects… were voyages through 
the trials and tribulations of humanity. This one was my homage to the grandeur 
of nature. Travelling on foot, in boats, small planes or balloons, all the while 
photographing volcanoes, icebergs, deserts or jungles, I beheld a world 
unchanged over millennia. And with animals in the wild – from the penguins, 
sea lions and whales of the Antarctic and South Atlantic to the lions, 
wildebeests and elephants of Africa – I felt privileged to watch the endlessly 

repeated cycles of life”. 
 
Salgado completed the project in 
2012, and since last year the 
exhibition has been taken on a world 
tour that has already visited Brazil, the 
UK, Canada, France and Italy. 
Genesis now comes to Spain, where it 
will be seen for the first time at 
CaixaForum Madrid, open to the 
public until May 4.  
 
The exhibition, curated by Lélia 
Wanick Salgado, comprises 245 

photographs in epic black and white that give testimony to humanity’s long co-
existence with nature and form a visual hymn to a world we should protect. 
 
Genesis is structured into five sections, each representing a vast region 
featuring different ecosystems and human communities: “Antarctica and Planet 
South” – South Georgia, the Falklands, the Diego Ramírez Islands and the 
Sandwich Islands; “Sanctuaries” – the Galápagos Islands, Indonesia, Papua 
New Guinea and Siberut Island in Sumatra, and the ecosystems of 
Madagascar; “Africa” – from the Okavango Delta in Botswana and Virunga 
National Park on the triple border where Congo, Rwanda and Uganda meet, to 
the Kalahari Desert, the southern areas of Ethiopia and the deserts of Algeria 
and Libya; “The Northern Lands” – landscapes from Alaska and the Colorado 
Plateau in the United States, Kluane National Park on Baffin Island (Canada) 
and the southern regions of Russia, northern Siberia and the Kamchatka 
Peninsula; “Amazonia and the Pantanal” – the Solimões-Negro River 
confluence in Manaos, the national parks of Canaima (Venezuela) and Xingú 
(Brazil), and the Pantanal, the largest wetlands in the world, in western Brazil 
and spilling over into Bolivia and Paraguay. 
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ACTIVITIES AROUND THE EXHIBITION 

 
INAUGURAL LECTURE 

Friday, January 17, at 7.30 pm 
  

Genesis 

By Sebastião Salgado, photographer 
 
 

LECTURE SEASON 

Imagined nature. Between nostalgia and the design of sustainable landscapes  

From February 5 to March 12  
 
Coordinator: María Jesús Buxó Rey, professor of Cultural Anthropology, University of 
Barcelona. Price per lecture: €4 (50% discount for ”la Caixa” clients). Capacity limited. 
 

• Wednesday, February 5, at 7.30 pm  
Amazonia: from the myth of El Dorado and the Amazons to reality  

José Luis Ruiz-Peinado, historian and professor of Social Anthropology and 
the History of America and Africa, University of Barcelona 

 
• Wednesday, February 19, at 7.30 pm  

Between images: photographic fiction and the indigenous imagination  

Gemma Orobitg, professor of Anthropology, University of Barcelona 
 

• Wednesday, March 5, at 7.30 pm  
The last descendants of prehistoric cultures in northeast Africa  

Víctor M. Fernández Martínez, professor of Prehistory, University of Madrid in 
Alcalá de Henares  

 
• Wednesday, March 12, at 7.30 pm  

The heart of paradox: the Mbuti of the Ituri Forest and the Western 

imagination  

Albert Sánchez Piñol, writer and anthropologist 
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FILM SEASON 

Selection of showings from FICMA  

(International Environmental Film Festival) 

From February 6 to March 13  
 
Further information: www.CaixaForum.com/agenda. Price per showing: €4 (50 % 
discount for ”la Caixa” clients). Capacity limited. 
  

• Thursday, February 6, at 7 pm 
Trashed, Candida Brady, United Kingdom (2012), 97 min, original version with 
Spanish subtitles 

 
• Thursday, February 13, at 7 pm 

Watershed, Mark Decena, United States (2012), 60 min, original version with 
Spanish subtitles 

 
• Thursday, February 20, at 7 pm 

A margem do Xingu (On the Bank of the Xingu River), Damià Puig, Brazil 
(2011), 90 min, original version with Spanish subtitles 

 
• Thursday, March 6, at 7 pm 

Silent snow – The invisible poisoning of the world, Jan van den Berg & 

Pipaluk Knudsen-Ostermann, Netherlands (2011), 71 min, original version 
with Spanish subtitles 

 
• Thursday, March 13, at 7 pm 

Selection of shorts 

 
 

 

 

FAMILY ACTIVITIES 

 

Tour-workshop for families 

Further information, tel. 913 307 301 / 02 
Price per person: €2 (50 % discount for ”la Caixa” clients). Places limited. 
 
Art in the family 

The exhibition includes a section for families with activities linked to the show itself. 
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COFFEE-DEBATE WITH THE ARTS 

Activities for senior citizens 

 Tuesdays, at 5 pm 
 

The Coffee-Debate with the Arts enables visitors to enjoy exhibitions in a different way. 
These two-hour activities begin with a relaxed guided tour exploring the particular 
interests of each different group. After visiting the exhibition, we all share our 
impressions in a friendly chat over a cup of coffee. 
 
Activity aimed at people over 60 years of age. Places limited. Advance registration on 
tel. 913 307 300. Price per person: €4 (50 % discount for ”la Caixa” clients). 
 
 
 

GUIDED TOURS OF THE EXHIBITION 

 

Fridays, at 7 pm; Saturdays, at 1 and 6 pm; Sundays and holidays, at 1 pm 

Price per person: €3 (50 % discount for ”la Caixa” clients). Places limited. Audioguides: 
€4 (50 % discount for ”la Caixa” clients).  
 
 
 

 

Schools visits: dramatised and guided tours 

Levels: from primary 3, ESO secondary, baccalaureate and FPGM vocational training 
Duration and prices: dramatised tours, 1 h 30 min, €25 per group: guided tours, 55 min, 
€20 per group. Maximum: groups of 30 pupils. 
Advance reservation: reservascaixaforummad@fundacionlacaixa.es 
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SEBASTIÃO SALGADO 

GENESIS 
 

From 17 January to 4 May 2014 
 

 
 
CaixaForum Madrid 

Paseo del Prado, 36, 
28014, Madrid 
 

Times: 

Monday to Sunday, from 10 am to 8 
pm 
 

Information service 
”la Caixa” Foundation 
Tel. 902 223 040  
Monday to Sunday, from 9 am to 8 
pm 
www.lacaixa.es/obrasocial 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Price: €4 
Admission free for ”la Caixa” clients. 
The price includes admission to all 
exhibitions. 
Minors under 16 years: admission 
free. 
 
Ticket sales: 

www.CaixaForum.com/agenda 
Tickets are also available at 
CaixaForum during public opening 
times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Further information: 
”la Caixa” Foundation Communication Department 

Juan A. García: 913 307 317 / 608 213 095 / jagarcia@fundaciolacaixa.es 

Jesús N. Arroyo: 629 791 296 / jnarroyo@fundaciolacaixa.es 
http://www.lacaixa.es/obrasocial 
 
Multimedia Press Room 

http://press.lacaixa.es/socialprojects/ 


